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Shen Qingqing usually didn’t call him for no reason. This time, she took the initiative to call him. He was 
secretly happy. 
 
Then, he explained quietly, “I was in the shower and didn’t hear anything, so I didn’t pick up your first 
call.” 
 
Before he could finish speaking… the girl on the other end said anxiously, “Do you have a computer with 
you?” 
 
“Ah?” 
 
“I’m asking if you have a computer with you now. It’s fine if you’re near an internet cafe too!” 
 
Liang Bowen looked at his laptop and was stunned for a moment. He walked over and said, “I’m at 
home. I have a laptop. Wait a moment, I’ll turn it on.” 
 
His laptop was the gaming type. He wasn’t short of money, so he bought the best parts. 
 
Although it was not as impressive as Qiao Nian’s notebook, it was not bad at all. 
 
As soon as he walked over, he opened the laptop and turned it on. Within a few seconds, it was 
switched on. 
 
Liang Bowen pulled out a chair and sat down, then asked in confusion, “Qingqing, what happened? You 
asked if I had a computer.” 
 
“Log onto First High School’s school forum.” The girl still sounded very anxious, as if she wanted to say 
something but couldn’t say it clearly. 
 
She kept urging him to go to the high school forum to read. 
 
“What’s wrong with the forum?” Ever since the end of the college entrance examination, Liang Bowen 
had rarely paid attention to the school’s forum. In the past, he didn’t really read the school’s forum 
when he was studying in First High School. It was only at that time when Wu Jie was involved that he 
paid attention to it. He hadn’t looked at it after that. 
 
As he spoke, he moved quickly and found First High School’s forum. He said to Shen Qingqing, “I opened 
it. I don’t see anything.” 
 
“No, look at it. There’s this thread, ‘Kicking up a First High School female student who was once 
kidnapped.'” 
 
Liang Bowen became even more confused, but his fingers moved the mouse and started searching on 
the forum as she had said. 
 



Very soon, he saw the thread with the title Shen Qingqing mentioned. 
 
He was a little dumbfounded. He was stunned for a moment before saying, “Damn, when did the 
school’s forum become so boring? They’re even paying attention to social news. What kidnapping? Why 
haven’t I heard of any female student in our school being kidnapped before?” 
 
His brain reacted quickly and he felt that something was wrong. 
 
“Why did you ask me to see this?” 
 
Even if a female student had been kidnapped in First High School, it had nothing to do with him. 
 
Shen Qingqing was silent for a few seconds before saying in an uncomfortable tone, “I think it’s about… 
Sister Nian.” 
 
“Who again?” Liang Bowen dug his ears and thought that he had heard wrongly. His gaze landed on the 
computer again and he was stunned. “You’re saying that this post is referring to Sister Nian?” 
 
“Mm.” Shen Qingqing’s tone was very light and uncertain. “My cousin is also studying in First High 
School. On the first day of this year, I went back to my hometown, right? Just now, we were having 
dinner together when she told me that she saw a post on the school’s forum. She asked if I knew about 
this matter. I didn’t take it to heart at first, but the more I heard her describe the content of the post, 
the more familiar I felt it was… Later on, I went online to check the post. I feel that… the person who 
exposed it seemed to be talking about Sister Nian.” 
 
She said the last sentence very softly. If Liang Bowen hadn’t pricked up his ears to listen to her speak, he 
might not have heard what she said. 
 
For a moment, he felt that it was absurd! 
 
“How could Sister Nian have been kidnapped? I’ve never heard her mention it before. Impossible… are 
you mistaken?” 


